Back to Basics!
Part 1: “The Tunnel”
It’s definitely one of the “basics” of our lives to keep our eyes on Jesus to walk the straightest line… Toward
being transformed into His image to live in the fullness of His will and kingdom… And the Kingdom we have
been called to live in is an “inverted” kingdom!
Kingdom Inversions… To be strong, we become weak… To be first, we are last… To produce, we die… To
prosper, we give away… To be wise, we become fools… To go higher, we bow lower… We lose our lives to save
them… We humble ourselves to be exalted… We lead by following… We look on the outside, God looks on the
inside… Men see the leaders, God sees the water-boy… Men honor kings, God honors the foot-washers… My will
be done versus “Thy will…” Men look for the broad way, God calls us to the narrow road!
God’s Will For Us… Believe in God/lost/no rule, Convert/found/sense rule, Disciple/childish/self rule,
Follower/childlike/God rule, Servant/body part/possessed, Bride/pleasing/partnered

Matthew 7:13,14 “Enter through the narrow gate… broad is the way to destruction… strait is the gate, and
narrow is the way, which leads unto life, and few there be that find it.”
Direction… Warning… Identification… Promise… Motivation…
Not trying to sell it to masochist’s/ fringers/wacko’s/prudish/elitists… Not trying to cut off “fun…”
Tipping us off to what to look for to find fullness and fulfillment!
2 Gates; wide and narrow, ways; broad and compressed, groups; many and few, outcomes; destruction and life,
wills; God’s and ours…

“The Straight and narrow way!” In The Tunnel: “Strait,” Dark, Alone, Weak, Restless, Discouraged, Disoriented,
Speechless, Tasteless, “Lifeless,” But inwardly aware of His presence!
After finding the narrow way and choosing to enter, there is nothing left but a life of true worship… and all it
holds!

The Life Few Find… Regular, intimate, audience with God! A lasting testimony backed by a thousand victories!
Riches for the Golden Years! Anxious free living in the midst of a crazy world! Condemnation-free, Spirit-aided,
self-judgment that keeps you free and fit! A pathway peppered with power-full gifts to meet your needs!
“Surfboard feet” for high surf storms! Wind-and-flood proof home! Spirit-discernment and interpretation of the
supernatural realm! Peace-filled Christ-confidence to engage a turbulent world! The mind of Christ! A
philanthropic heart! A health-giving presence! A supernatural response-ability to meet others’ needs! The
blessedness of self-sacrificing without self-diminishing! At peace with “Pleasing” God! No fear of what someone
else can do! No fear of failure! No fear of pain! No fear of sickness! No fear of death! Love that covers sin,
conquers all and makes us mimics of our God!
The whole issue of Father’s will vs. ours is for us to come to the life of fullness that He designed for us!
“Father, let Your kingdom come in me and let Your will be done, in me, as it’s being done in the heavens!”

